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Cummins posted record revenue this past quarter, while noting that revenue growth has slowed down in 
a number of its end markets and forecasting a general slowdown in demand over the next year.  Most 
North American sales continued to rise, while decreases occurred in China and India.  The most impressive 
aspect of Cummins’ quarterly results wasn’t the record revenue (up only 1.5% from last year) but the 
increase in net income (up 24% from last year) and profitability of each of its business segments.  Cummins 
was able to generate more net income in most of its business segments due to simultaneously cutting 
manufacturing costs while increasing sales price.   
 
The chart below shows Cummins’ improvement of its EBITDA margin (which expresses operating 
profitability as a percentage of revenue) since 2016, when it was emerging from its last cyclical downturn.  
Despite lowering its 2019 forecast for total revenue growth, it kept its EBITDA margin the same, meaning 
it expects greater profitability.  This attention to detail will help Cummins weather the next cyclical 
downturn, whenever that may come. 
 

 
 
Cummins’ celebrates its 100th anniversary this year.  The reason the company has been so successful for 
so long is because it has been at the forefront of creating the world’s lowest-emissions engines to comply 
with various countries’ increasingly tough emissions standards.  The next couple of years sees another 
round of emissions standard regulations:  in Europe and India in 2020 and in China in 2020 and 2021.   
 
To be compliant with Europe’s new regulations in 2020, car manufacturers must cut carbon dioxide 
emissions by 27%.  Cummins’ CEO Tom Linebarger calls these emissions “tough and draconian” and notes 



that “there isn’t a single manufacturer that is feeling nonplussed about those”.  In order to meet the new 
regulations, many car manufacturers are making lighter powertrains or hybrid or electric powertrains, as 
reducing total weight and electrification are two of the best ways to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.   
 
Similar situations are occurring in India and China.  On top of the already scheduled emissions regulations 
changes coming in 2020, China recently made an abrupt change to its standard for what could be classified 
as a “light duty” truck that is allowed into city centers to make the last mile delivery.  This understandably 
caused a huge disruption in the truck market in China, “creating havoc” and complaints from every single 
manufacturer, according to Linebarger.   
 
Constantly evolving regulations in Europe, China, and India, as well as the general electrification 
movement in the US are the largest hurdle ahead of Cummins.  But Cummins became the largest diesel 
engine manufacturer for a reason:  it evolved its products to meet the needs of its customers.  Cummins 
continues to invest in new technologies like hybrid engines, electric powertrains, and hydrogen fuel cells.  
It has partnered up with other manufacturers to help each other meet these new regulations.  For 
example, it recently partnered with Isuzu, the largest truck manufacturer in Japan.  All these car and truck 
companies are going to need to update their emissions technology, which requires a lot of investment.  
Partnering with Cummins helps minimize total investment because Cummins can focus on the new engine 
that Isuzu needs while Isuzu can focus on the rest of the truck.  Cummins has positioned itself so that it is 
there to meet the needs of manufacturers, whatever that may be.   
 
Cummins has reached record revenue since its last cycle and improved profitability.  It is well positioned 
to take advantage of stricter emissions standards over the next couple of years.  Even if another downcycle 
starts within the next year, the long term future for Cummins remains strong.   
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